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QUESTION 1

Which statement about entity manager is true? 

A. A container-managed entity manager must be a JTA entity manager. 

B. An entity manager injected into session beans can use either JTA or resource-local transaction control. 

C. An entity manager created by calling the EntityManagerFactory.createEntityManager method always uses JTA
transaction control. 

D. An entity manager obtained through resource injection in a stateful session bean can use a resource-local
EntityTransaction for transaction control 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A developer is implementing an EJB 3.0 message-driven bean that will be associated with a JMS topic. The bean must
NOT miss any messages published to the topic, even if the EJB server is down for some time. Which is correct? 

A. The developershouldset the activation config properly subscriptionDurabilitytovalueDurable. 

B. The developer should set the activation config property subscriptionDurability to value NonDurable. 

C. Clients must take care of resending messages to the topic in case of missing message acknowledgements. 

D. The developer does NOT need to do anything, because as long as the EJB server is down no client can publish
messages to the topic. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Using bean-managed transaction demarcation, under which two circumstances must the container roll back a
transaction? (Choose two.) 

A. A stateful session bean invokes UserTransaction.getRollbackOnly. 

B. A stateful session bean throws an uncaught application exception from a business method. 

C. A stateful session bean begins a transaction in a business method but does NOT complete it before returning. 

D. A stateless session bean begins a transaction in a business method but does NOT complete it before returning. 

E. A message-driven bean begins a transaction in a message listener method but does NOT complete it before
returning. 

Correct Answer: DE 
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QUESTION 4

The Java Persistent API defines certain rules for persistent entities. These rules are required by the persistent provider
to manage entities at runtime. Which statement is correct, assuming NO mapping descriptor is used? 

A. Entitiesmust extenda persistent base class. 

B. Entities must implement the interface PersistentEntityto bemanaged bythepersistent provider. 

C. Afield withoutatransient modifier mustbeannotated as ©Persistent tobe stored in the database. 

D. A field without a transient modifier must be annotated as ©Transient to NOT be stored in the database. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A developer writes a stateless session bean FooBean with one remote business interface FooRemote containing one
business method foo. Method foo takes a single parameter of application-defined type MyData. 

11.

 public class MyData implements Java. io.Serializablej 

12.

 int a; 13.} 

Method foo is implemented within the FooBean class as: 

11.

 public void foo(MyData data) { 

12.

 data.a = 2; 13.} 

Another session bean within the same application has a reference to FooRemote in variable fooRef and calls method
foo with the following code: 

11.

 MyData data = new MyDatafJ; 

12.

 data.a = 1; 

13.
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 fooRef.foo(data); 

14.

 System, out. println(data. a); 

What is the value of data, a when control reaches Line 14 of the client ? 

A. 0 

B. 1 

C. 2 

D. either1or 2 

Correct Answer: B 
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